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IWTRODUCT ION 
The Age of Wordsworth was to be distinctively 
and pre-eminently the age of individualism» It was an 
age of great individual geniuses * many of them creating 
splendid bodies of literary work and establishing their 
places among the foremost writers of the literature® 
Naturalism was advanced and broadened by men like Scott, 
Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats® The poetic treat­
ment of nature was brought by Wordsworth to the greatest 
depth and significance® The recognition of the worth, 
the dignity, and still further the rights, of the common 
man affected the work of many writers, and developed in 
some cases into a decidedly revolutionary sentiment® ̂  
There are two important ways of looking at life® 
One way is to be guided by reason and a sense of facts this 
is the path which leads in art and literature to the ra­
tional and the realistic®2 Such a path the neo-classicist 
a - * t 
preferred to follow* On the other hand, there is a way of 
-̂Elizabeth Collette, Writers in England® (New Yorkt 
Giro and Company, 1949), p* 177® 
2George B® Woods, The Literature of England. (New 
:.ork£ ] iacaillan and Caxwa-.y, 1941), p® 10. 
ii 
looking at life in terns of the emotions and imagination; 
this is the road to what is called in literature and art® 
naturalism* 3 Obviously® naturalism was inimical to the 
severely rational; it had warmth where the rational had 
not; it was not restrained by bare facts® part of a well-
rounded human being's experience as was the purely 
rational; but it was of the heart rather than of the 
head*4 
Specifically® naturalism urges with intensity 
that mankind is a vast brotherhood; it stands in awe of 
man's immense possibilities for good as well as for evil; 
it sees the essential beauty as well as the savagery of 
nature» It praises beauty in all forms; it delights in 
the comeliness of the body and of the soul alike; it 
demands the sensuous and the sensitive* It can feel an 
unrestrained joy in living® or it can grow melancholy 
at the thought of the Inevitable decay and death that 
await all beauty and life® It honors the glories of the 
3Ibides Pe 11e 
''Ibid, 3 pe x; c 
iii 
past j, but it looks to the future with hope and 
enthusiasms* It resents anything that stands in its 
ways J it stands firm against what it considers arbit­
rary restraint and tyranny} at rebels against, the un— 
friendly and remorseless logic of facts that oppose is* 
It brings softness, color* and warmth to life* and a 
freedom in the range of human feelings* imagination, and 
expression# It represents, in a word, the triumph, of 
What man would like to be} it can be mankind̂  escape from 
unpleasant reality, but it can be alwo his inspiration to 
mighty deeds.̂  
So far as English literature is concerned, the 
naturalism "movement/5 which began about 1740 and 
triumphed at the end of the eighteenth century, was in 
reality but a return to normal currents of thought and 
expression. 6 It was not the following after a new fashion 
such as the preceding age had been. The neo-classical 
literature of eighteenth-century England was, in fact, 
5Collette, oj>. cit.» p. 178* 
6Ibido, p# 178. 
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alien to the spirit of English literature as a whole* 
The mind of the Englishman* from the time of the Anglo-
Saxon invasions of Britain to the present# had always 
been given more to emotion and imagination# and less to 
intellectual balance# logical neatness# tod mannered 
convention;, ttian the arbiters of eighteenth-century 
taste would have allowed* 
The eighteenth century was for the most part 
an age of authority and of classicism* ̂ Towards the 
close of the century had come the triumph of new and 
directly antagonistic principles# preparing the way for 
a great and literary period during the early years of 
the nineteenth century* 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem is to analyze Wordsworth's poetry 
in terns of the continental and contemporary English con­
cept of naturalism to determine whether or not the poet 
was a true naturalist* 
1 Ibid,* p* 173* 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
The writer i4.II attempt to prove that Wordsworth's 
concept of naturalism was similar to the continental con­
cept of naturalisms that. Wordsworth was deeply affected by 
nature and nature's laws and that he reflected this feeling 
in his poetry and that biographical factors influenced the 
poet's works* 
The writer will also attempt to prove that Words­
worth was a true naturalist and that an analysis of his 
poetry will reveal that in an appreciable number of his 
poems t naturalism is the predominate theme» 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to show the extent 
to which naturalism is revealed in selected works of 
Wordsworth. 
DEFINITIONS 
Since naturalism will be revealed in selected 
poems of Wordsworth „ a study of the meaning might produce 
a better understanding of the poems. 
vi 
J. Go Shairp a&ysj 
"By nature, then, I understand the 
whole sura of appearance which reach 
us 9 which are made known to tis, pri­
marily through the senses®"3 
Another definition of naturalism is given by 
Professor Dowden who says? 
"In its simplest form the poetical 
feeling for nature is a sublimate of 
many elements* intellectual* emotion­
al* sensuous |it is not so much a 
feeling which belongs to any special 
organ of spiritual sensibility* as 
the whole vital movement of our being 
when turned in a particular direction, 
and it is tremendous to almost every 
influence that in any way, physically 
or mentally, affects us,"-' 
For the purpose of this study the writer 
defines naturalism as all that belongs to the outer 
world of sense perception which is not man or the im­
mediate work of mam 
8  ̂Ce Shairp, The Poetic Interpretation of nature« 
(Boston? ™ ~~~~ 
9 
Edward Dowden, "The Poetic Fueling for External 
Nature," Contemporary Review, volume II. 
vii 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
This study Is limited to the era of the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. There were a 
number of poets who exemplified naturalism in their 
works during this period so the writer will limit this 
study to selected poems of Wordsworth that reveal 
naturalism. 
The first chapter of this study reviews the 
background of the Romantic Age with references to the 
Restoration Period and the Neo-classical Age. The 
second chapter presents a brief review of the eigh­
teenth century concept of naturalism in England s Ger­
many and France. Chapter three states the; defense of 
naturalism as explained in Wordsworth1 s Preface to Ly­
rical Ballads, and chapter four gives an analysis of 
naturalism as it is revealed in selected poems of 
Wordsworth. 
SOURCES AND 1IETHGDS TO SECURE DATA 
The data for this study were secured from the 
VJ. Banks Library at Prairie View Agricultural and 
viii 
Mechanical College, Prairie Vieu, Texas* and from the 
University of Texas Library* Austin, Texas* 
The data were collected by research secured 
fravi primary and secondary sources, books and articles*. 
CHAPTER I 
THE ROMANTIC TRADITION 
The romantic conception of literature was first 
expressed in English writing around the latter part of 
the eighteenth century. Collette contends that the seeds 
of romanticism began to appear in English literature in 
approximately 1798.1 She further states that romantic 
concepts appearing in literature of this period have 
definite ties with the literature of the neo-classical 
age. <2 Legouis and Casamian contend that the traces of 
neo-classicism were expressed largely in the form.3 
Many writers feel that the romantic tradition is root­
ed in many of the tenets of the more experienced and 
certainly the most widely recognized of the neo-classist. 
However8 there is still the opinion that the romantic 
^Elizabeth Collette,, Writers in England. (New 
York: Ginn and Companys 1949)s p. 148. 
-Ibid.. p. 148. 
3 
Emile Legouis and Louis Cazamian, History of 
English Literature. (New York: Macrai 1 lan Companys 1919), 
p» B0 
2 
tradition was influenced even further by some of the 
Restoration writers* In support of this theory, Woods 
points to Dryden as a prime example and says, "He did 
not use the long and involved sentences, the learned words, 
the classical allusions that previous writers had thought 
necessary to give literary effect 
Inasmuch as authorities are generally in agree­
ment, the major influences came only from the major writers 
of the neo-classical and restoration periods, it is only 
fitting that some attention be given to those influences 
that are to be found in the literature of the three 
periods. 
The period from 1660 to 1793 is known as the 
neo-classical age in English literature, although the 
title is more characteristic of the middle epoch than of 
the beginning or end* The dominant belief of the age was 
that the great themes had been developed to perfection by 
the ancients and that to imitate then was all that remained* 
Ĝeorge B* Woods, The Literature of England* (New 
York J Hacmillan Company, 194lT, p* 5* 
3 
Homer, particularly, was idealised: 
Be Homer*s works your study and delight 
Read them by day, and meditate by night $ 
Thence form your judgment, thence your 
maxims bring, 
And trace the Muses upward to their spring. 5 
In spite of this endeavor to follow classical 
models, the literature of the age was not actually classic. 
Pope says, "It lacked the spontaneity and joy of life so 
characteristic of the ancient Greeks."6 As a result of 
this deficiency, literature was painfully stilted and un« 
comfortably correct. Authors became so intent upon 
following strict rules of form and style that their writ­
ing often seemed mechanical. Poetry, in particular became 
polished but somewhat sterile art. 
The fashion of strict conformity to set patterns 
had its origin in the late seventeenth century. The 
restoration of Charles II marked the beginning of a new 
era. When he and his court returned from exile, they 
-'Alexander Pope, "An Essay on Criticism," Pope*s 
Poetical Works. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com­
pany), pp. 68-69. 
6Ibid.. p. 69. 
4 
brought back many French ideass as wall as the prestige 
of the French crown.® 
During the reign of Louis XIV * France was 
flourishing and political conditions made it almost in­
evitable that England copy her fashionable neighbor. 
After the turbulence of the Commonwealtht people in high 
places welcomed the return of authority® With the return 
of the kings, power was again concentrated in the ranks of 
the wealthy and aristocratic classes® London and the 
court became the center of all activity and the rest of 
England faded into the background* With this turn of 
events, one can easily see why literature took an aris­
tocratic bent® Originality and imaginative force fulness 
in literature gave way to a more formal approach based 
upon "reason#" 
The infiltration of foreign influence gradually 
diffused and spread from London throughout the country* 
This element alones however» was not enough to account 
for the sharp changes which appeared in literature* It 
is true that the French trend was toward precision* but 
5 
this tendency went rauch further back into history*7 
Other factors contributing to the rise of neo-
classicisra can bo traced to the Restoration* Previous to 
this time,, authority was not questioned* Now, it became 
the fashion to prove everything through experimentation* 
This trend toward investigation found expression in the 
Royal Society* which was incorporated in 1662* Charles II, 
hluself, was a duly elected member* The purpose of this 
organisation was "to investigate natural phenomena and to 
penetrate into the hidden mysteries of the philosophy of 
life*"3 
John Locke (1632-1704) perhaps more than any one 
man,expressed the ideas of the times* He was a man of 
diversified interests, which Included economics, politics, 
religion, and medicine* In An Essay Conc.emin,?. Human 
Understanuinr;* he contributed greatly to the movement 
toward experimentation* He maintained that only through 
Ĝeorge Sampson, The Concise Cambridge History of 
English Literature* (Hew York: The Macaillan Corap<̂ y~1946), 
p« 44S0 —™
"Reuben Post Hal leek, History of English Literature* 
( lew York: American Book Company, 1900), p« 215* 
6 
experimentation could any knowledge be derived. He did 
not expand his theory to the fullest extent „ but its ef­
fects were far-reaching and powerful. 
The poetry of the neo-classical period was made 
to conform to precise standards. Edmund Waller (1606— 
1687) gained distinction for his use of the closed coup­
let and set the fashion that his successors would follow. 
Although the couplet had been successfully used by Chaucer 
and later the Elizabethan writers * Drydon,, the most rep­
resentative poet of his timej, accepted Waller as his model 
and more less idealised him. Halleck„ in quoting Dryden* 
writes! 
The excellence and dignity of rhyme ware never 
fully known till Mr. Waller taught itj he first made 
writing easily an artsfirst showed us to conclude 
the sense which in the verse of those before him runs 
on for so many lines together that the reader is out 
of breath to overtake it.9 
With the exception of the epic,, Dryden wrote all 
the higher types of verse and prose characteristic of his 
9Ibid.. p. 216. 
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times, including many translations. He has cometimes 
been referred to as the transitional poet , a connecting 
link between the Retinal ssance and the classical age. 
During the early part of his literary career, he devoted 
most of his time to writing plays. The necessity of 
earning a living caused him to cater to the tastes of the 
period. With the return of Charles II, the theaters ware 
opened and plays ware in constant demand. 
Dryden* s poetical productivity was greatly af­
fected by the political conditions of the times. In 
1659, he published A Poem Upon the Death of His late 
Highness 0liveret cetera, followed in 1660 by 
Astraea Redux. A Foam on the Happy Restoration and 
Pi Mil Sacred Majesty Charles the Second. This 
quick change in politics and his later conversion to 
Roman Catholicism brought him much criticism. He ex­
pressed his religious views in argumentative verse. In 
(1632), he upheld the Anglican faith and in 
111®. Hind and the Panther (1639), he presented a defense 
of Catholicism. It is significant to note that after this 
s 
sudden swing to conservatism, Dryden remained constant 
in his political and religious outlook. 
Dryden may rightfully be called the first great 
poet of the man? school of literature, which stressed 
precision and controlled artistry of expression. His 
language is beautiful and his choice of words impeccable. 
The intellectual predominates in his poetry and never the 
emotionals bud: occasional sparks of originality can be 
detected. Cazamian expressed it in the following manner: 
In the march toward classicism he leads the 
vanguards and arrives at what then semis to be 
the promised land; but he does not penetrate very 
far into it, does not settle there permanently* 
as will those to whom other horizons are unknown. 
He is stills as it were, a traveller, hankering 
after the great free stretches of landscape* and 
preserving his independence of mind. 
With the death of Dryden in 1700, Alexander Pope 
assumed the mantle of predecessor. Pope(s first literary 
achievements were the Pastorals.. which were supposedly 
written when he was sixteen years of age. The publica­
tion of these poems in 1709, marked the beginning of a 
10Legouis and Casaiian, o&. cit. * p. 630 
9 
long literary career; arid in approximately six years1 
time. Pope was regarded as the greatest living poet. 
Pope* in his Discourse on Pastoral Poetry, gave 
-as an excellent picture of the type of nature poetry 
that flourished in his dayi 
If we could copy nature * it may be useful to 
take this idea along with us, that Pastoral is 
an image of what they call the golden age? so 
that we are not to describe our shepherds as shep­
herds at this day really are* but as they raay be 
conceived them to have been* when the beat of men 
followed the employment. 3.1 
The neo-classisciets were followers of nature* 
but in a false* artificial way. nature, to them, meant 
everyday life with its manners and customs of polite 
society, carefully grounded in the past. Anything imag­
inative \ms quickly suppressed and categorized as con­
trary to nature, and therefore, taboo. The so-called 
nature poets of the period made no pretense of following 
ir.ture, as we third; of it today. Their poetry was pur­
posely lacking in authentic representation of English 
nPape3 op. cit., p. 19. 
10 
rural life. The following lines- from one of Pope8u 
pastorale are typical! 
Blest swains, whose nymphs in ev'ry grace 
excellj 
Blest nymphs» whose swains those graces sing 
so we11I 
How rise, and haste to younder woodbine bow­
ers , 
A soft retreat from sudden vernal showers | 
The turf with rural dainties shall be crown8 d 
While opening blooms diffuse their sweets 
around. 
For seel the gathering flocks to shelter 
tend 
And from the Pleiads fruitful showers 
descend.̂  
A careful reading of the above selection reveals 
not one fresh or realistic image. One gets the impress­
ion that the idea was copied; and* apparently, that was 
the intended effect. In support of the neo-classical 
choice of subject matter, Pope says: 
But after all, if they have any merit, it 
is to bo attributed to some good old authors, 
whose works, as I had leisure to study, so I hope, 
I have not wanted care to imitate. J-;j 
12Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
13Ibid., p. 21. 
11 
Men of letters regarded rural culture with dis­
taste. Pope, in his correspondence with Mrs. Cowper, 
expressed the general opinion perfectly: 
I rather wish you may love the town.... It 
is time enough to like, or affect to like, the 
country, when one is out of love with all but 
oneself, and therefore studies to become 
agreeable or easy to oneself .14 
Surface respectability and conformity ware the 
ixeynotas of neo-classicism and were characterized by 
reserve and self-restraint, which had their origin in 
the philosophy and established religion of previous 
centuries. Anyone who dared to deviate from this ideal 
was branded as an innovator or enthusiast and was look-
ed upon with disfavor. Many writers were unmerciful in 
their attacks upon those who refused to conform. 
Clarity and directness of expression were of 
first importance in all artistic expression. The artist 
in his thinking was not different from other men, but in 
his ability to express ideas better than others. The 
function of a poet was not to notice the streaks of a 
i4JM4.. p. 71. 
12 
tulip s but to give the reader an idea of the tulip in 
general* The portrait paint err did not try to reproduce 
an individual person* but sought to produce a picture 
of a universal emotion* a passion* or a mood* The in* 
* f * * 
dividual* s peculiarities held no 5-ufcerest. The only 
quality of Importance wag what the subject might have in 
common with all men* A work of art had to be easily 
understood and its message almost iiistantly grasped by 
everybody* Pope states: 
Poets* like painters» thus unskilled to 
trace 
The naked nature and the living grace* 
With gold and jewels cover every part* 
And hide with ornaments their want of Art* 
True Wit is Nature to advantage dress*d* 
What oft was thought* but ne'er so well 
express*d | 
Something whose truth convinced at sight we 
find* 
That gives us back the image of our mind* 15 
All art* whether painting or poetry* had to foe simple* 
regular* symmetrical in order to be understood; and at 
no time could offend good taste* Love of particularity 
led to a display of egocentricity* which to the neo-classî  
cist was vulgar and degrading. 
15ruid. * p. 71* 
13 
The great writers of the Eliasbathaii age, sta well 
ao Chaucer ami many others, wore treated with indifference 
or ridicule. Shakespeare was held in esteem but was woe­
fully misunderstood and mistreated* English drama had 
disintegrated to a ruinous level. 
The people of the age ware, seemingly, so lacking 
in real emotion that literature, in order to achieve pop­
ularity resorted to abundant satire* The type of satire 
that flourished such as ?ope*s Itape of the Loci; was not 
generally directed at correcting any great evil, but at 
nonconformity or at social trivialities. The success of 
the jhiga og the hock caused Pope to revise and expand the 
poem, adding the machinery of the nymphs and gnomes. This 
form, as we know it today, wus published in 17X4. The 
style is mock-heroic* All the classical equipment is 
there—address to the Muse? supernatural element; Homeric 
combat; and the underworld represented by the Cave of 
Spleen. This type of satire was exceedingly popular and 
also showed Pope at his best. It is referred to by the 
Trench as vers de society,, m artistic blending of seri­
ousness arid sentiment with satire* The poaa has a 
14 
glittering quality which catches the eye and contributes 
to its popularity: 
Fail- nymphs > and wall-dress*d youths 
around her shone » 
But every eye was fix'd on her alone. 
On her white breast a sparkling cross she 
wore 8 
Which Jews might kiss* and infidels adore. ̂  
Pope's Essay on Criticism* published in 1711,was 
also popular* The content of this composition is not 
original̂  but the writer's ability to express himself 
clearly and effectively within the narrow confines of the 
couplet bears some mark of genius* The following are a 
few of the more famous lines: 
Be sure yourself and your own reach to know* 
How far your Genius» Taste* and Learning go* 
Launch not beyond your depth* but be discreet, 
And mark that point where Sense and Dullness 
meete17 
A little learning is a dangerous thing; 
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring; 
There shallow drafts intoxicate the brain* 
And drinking largely sobers us again*if 
-6Ibid*. p. 91. 
Ibid.. p. 67* 
Îbî d., p* 70* 
15 
Words are like leaves; and where they most 
aboundj 
Much fruit of sense beneath is rarely found. 
Good nature and good sens© must aver join; 
To err Is human# to forgive divine.20 
No place so sacred from such fops is barr' d# 
Nor is Paul's church more safe than Paul's 
churchyards 
Nay, fly to altars; there they'll talk you 
dead; 
For fools rush in where angels fear to tread.2* 
Pope was a devout disciple of the Greek theory of 
poetry interpreted by the French classical school of Boil-
eau and Rap in# "Who pleaded for 'good sense' and urged the 
wisdom of following classical models."22 
Although Dryden first successfully adapted the 
classic concept of poetry to the English language# it was 
19Ik*d., p. 71. 
2QIbidg. p. 74. 
2*Ibid.. pp. 75-76. 
22Ibid., p. 77. 
\ 
16 
Pope who perfected it* The latter*a mastery of the 
heroic couplet is unexcelled and his satire almost un­
rivaled: 
In poetry Pope takes a first place in the 
second order of poets• The deficiencies which 
forbid his entrance into the first rank are ob­
vious. He cannot sing* he has no ear for the 
subtlest melodies of verse,, he is not a creative 
poet» and has few of the spirit-stirring thoughts 
which the noblest poets scatter through their 
pages with apparent unconsciousness• There are 
no depths in Pope and there are no heights |he 
has neither eye for the beauties of nature® nor 
ear for her harmonies „ and a primrose was no more 
to him than it was to Peter Be 11.2-* 
Hence, we see that those influences which marked the 
greater poet® of an earlier era® were to be expressed by 
the earlier romantics* 
Another contribution to poetry during the first 
half of the century was made by James Thompson (1700-
1748). His love of nature reflects a glimmer of romanti­
cism, which attracted attention to an age devoid of natural 
appreciation. His selection of nature subjects is in itself 
romantic* but his treatment is classical in its objectivity* 
23Ibid.. p. 78* 
Even his detailed descriptions are highly generalised J 
Sometimes the pencil# in cool airy halls # 
Bade the gay blora of vernal landscapes rise, 
Or Aituan^s varied shades iiabrowa the walls; 
Nor the black tempest strikes the astonished 
eyes$ 
How down the steep the flashing torrent 
flies; 
'.'ho trembling sun now plays o#er ocean blue. 
And now rude mountains frown amid the skies; 
What6 er Lorrain light-touched with soften­
ing hue.. 
Or savage Rosa dashed# or learned Poussin 
drew* 24 
Instead of particularizing# he skillfully employs contrast 
of colors and sounds to intensify his effect? 
But see the fading manyco lored woods 
Shade deepening over shade , the country 
round 
Dnbrown; a crowded umbrage# dusk and dun# 
Of every hue from wan declining green 
To sooty darkf25 
And by the frost refined the whiter snow 
Incrusted hard, and sounding to the tread 
Of early shepherd# as he pensive seeks 
24james Thomsons !tThe Castle of Indolence," Canto 
13 Stanza XXVIII# The Complete Works of James Thomson. 
(London: Oxford University Press7 1908 )#"";> * 265*.' 
2^"Autura", p. 166. 
18 
His pining flock, or from the mountain top, 
Pleased with the slippery surface, swift 
descendse26, 
Thomson is not concerned with the spiritualizing 
force of nature upon mankind, only its wonders, beauty, and 
charm, Man plays no dominant role, whatsoever; and he makes 
no attempt to identify his with the elements, Wlien man does 
enter the picture, he does so only as a complement to the 
scene* 
The fact that Thomson was genuinely concerned with 
nature and its varied aspects sets hira apart from those 
who had grown to appreciate in nature only its superficial 
qualities, la this respect, without consciously realizing 
it, he was at opposite poles from Pope, the master of var~ 
nish and veneer* 
Thomson® s tw most prominent poetic works are The 
tiSSSSQ.s aad The Castle o£ Indole:^;, He used blank verse 
as his mode of expression in The Seanons, which may be at­
tributed to a Miltonic influence. On the other hand, it is 
quite likely that he felt this form most suited to himself 
20ttW.uiterr% pe 213* 
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at this particular* time. The Castle of Indolence is 
patterned after Spenser, but falls far short of its ideal. 
Te for©at6 bend; ye harvest* wave to him— 
breathe your still ©oug iv*co the reaper's 
heart • 
As horse he goes beneath the joyous moon* 27 
Such baa-as as these, although snail,' clearly indicated 
that another trend ma 011 the verge of being born. Thom­
son, himself, %MS in no ray revolutionary or- startling, 
but we night call hin a token of tjh&t m to come. 
By the raid-eighteenth century, nso-classicisra 
was definitely on the wane. The poets, without conscious-
ly realising it, were gradually stretching its narrow 
boundaries» Thomas Gray (1716-1771), like Thomson before 
him, showed romantic tendencies In his choice of subjects, 
although in style end form he adhered closely to classical 
standards, In 1742, Gray suffered the loss of one «£ his 
dearest friends, Richard West, a young, poet. This mis-
foruuac contributed to Gray's already somewhat gloomy dig-
position, a characteristic which greatly influenced his poetry. 
27HA Hyan," _. 247. 
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Hany of his outstanding works ware written in a melan* 
choly vein, Gray Is best remembered for his Odes and 
the well-known blegy i& & Country Church-vard. 
The tueme of Thg, Ejltiffy is one of consolation and might 
be called the greatest solace to failures ever wit ten. 
At first glance, it seems romantic in outlook. It 
deals with country people in a rural setting and stresses 
the value of common man. The poarc is concerned with in-
dividual peoples their hopes and disappointments> all of 
which are characteristics of romanticism. The universal 
appeal of the poem, as well as its form and organisation, 
marks it as neo-classical $ 
The Curfew tolls the knell of parting day, 
The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the lea," 
i.he plowman homeward plods his weary my. 
And leaves the world to darkness and to me, 23 
Trtese words describe a universal scene. The concise 
structure of the lines and sonorous language of the im­
agery appeal to the reader's ear and imagination. These 
28 
Thomas Gray and William Collins Th« prtCKT,„ 
Sm Coili,m. (CanbridgGS CanbridgettJ^nty'KS'ss 
1937}, p. 91, 
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same qualities which brought the poeu popularity also 
brought it adverse criticism. Graycs elaborate language* 
while pleasing in sound* lends an air of artificiality 
abhorrent to the poets of the century to follow. 
The chief weakness of The Elegy is its triteness. 
3ray says nothing that has not been said before. The 
lack of originality and of deep feeling in his poetry 
prevents him from taking a place among the great* 
In the swing toward romanticism in English poetry* 
..r;>berfc Burns (1759-1796) stands as a pivotal character* 
Ids departure from calssicisra was the result of circua« 
stances rather than intention. He was born in Scotland 
of; humble parentage* and at an early age was doing a 
man's work on his father*s farm. 
Although Burns was an avid reader* he load very 
little formal schooling. As a result* he escaped the 
classical molding and was chiefly influenced by the rotaan-
cic legends end foil: songs of his people* This native 
influence and rural background® together with a natural 
aptitude tor versification* produced in him an originality 
almost startling. 
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The fact that Bums lived what he wrote and 
drew from his own experiences contributed to his success* 
Sm £2££eriji SS&Z&ZZ Might, although not outstanding as 
a poena, gives us an excellent picture of homolife that 
Burns himself knew at first hand. 
Burns was especially skilled at writing songs* 
Some of his loveliest compositions ware written to his 
wife, Jeans 
Though cruel fate should bid us part. 
Far as the polo and line, 
Her dear idea round ray heart, 
Should tenderly entwine* 
Though mountains rise and deserts howl, 
And oceans roar between J 
Yet, dearer than ray deathless soul, 
I still would love ray Jean®29 
Burns was an intense admirer of the native Scot" 
tish poets, especially Rmmey and Ferguson. The extent 
of their effect upon him is debatable| but no doubt they 
die furnish hir.i with a considerable stimulus® As a 
vernacular poet, Burns had an advantage| his background 
Robert Bums, "My Jean," The Craplute Works of 
#477 irfi4-215:t0nS PhllliPS' SMP3<M C-pany.~ 
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ami environment provided him with a natural knowledge 
of the dialect, which contributed to his success* Ramsey 
and Ferguson1 s employment of the vernacular was somewhat 
condescending. Bums gave it more variety and scope, as 
well as a realistic touch* He was entirely at ease with 
this medium of expression! and,, aside from his lyrics, 
his greatest success lay in portraying Scottish peasant 
iife* Ha lloween * one of his finest poems, treats with good 
nature, the simple and sometimes ridiculous faerryaaking of 
country people. The following sfcansa is typicalJ 
Among the bonnie winding basics 
VJhcre Boon r inn, xjiraplin1, c lear, 
Where Bruce ance rul'd the martial ranks. 
An1 shook his Carrie-;.: pear, 
Soma merry, friendly, contra folks, 
Together did convene, 
To burn their nits, and! pou their stocks. 
An* haud their Halloween 
Fu' blythe that night*30 
Burn's most obvious, break with cLassiclam lies in his unr 
. .lotted display of feelingsj elevation of the common man, 
love of nature! concern for the particular! and, of course, 
3QIbid,, p* 92. 
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his medium of expression—the language of the people. In 
addition of these characteristics» he projects his own 
rugged personality into his poetry„ giving it a unique 
quality that has assured him of an immortal place in lit­
erature* 
The desire for individualistic expressions, as 
previously observed in Burns & grew with amazing speed 
and has become known as the romantic movement* liar was 
it confined to literature alone* It spread to all phases 
of life and produced a powerful and lasting effect upon 
the social pattern,? of the people* do doubt» the French 
.'.evolution was one of the major liberalising forces. 
Finallys we can safely state that the factors 
which contributed to the Romantic Tradition ware the 
preceding years had been a period of great wars but also 
of great political tension and economic development. The 
Industrial Revolution had brought about a tremendous change 
in the economy of the country. A series of great discoveries 
and inventions opened the way into a new world. Toward the 
end of the century, machinery for spinning and weaving cot-
ton and woolen thread transformed one of the most important 
.industries, lb® development of steam as a source of power9 
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after 17651 reacted upon every form of manufacture, so 
that inventions multiplied with great rapidity* These 
inventions meant that one man end & machine could do the 
fork formerly done by many men* Since the machines were 
controlled by a few men or groups of men* who employed 
Laborers as they needed them* the Industrial 2 evolution 
ushered in a new era, in which problems of the relations 
of capital and labor* previously unknown, became new 
factors to add to the complexity of life. Factories 
manned by hundreds of laborers took the place of the 
old system* by which most necessities of life had been 
made, in private houses*, by nets who employed a few ap­
prentices. A similar tsransfQrm̂ t&on took place in farm­
ings where great landowners employed labor as it was needed 
and drove tenants and small landowners away. Towns in­
creased in population* People lived on the wages they re­
ceived* or did not live at all* 
It is signa.f2.cant that the poets were among the 
first to express this change* Sympathy for the hard lot 
of the poor raca* the feeling that the worth of the indivi­
dual should not depend upon worldly rank, and the enthusiasm 
fhe W. R. Banks Librae 
Prairie View A. & M. College 
for new political theories, all had Immediate influence 
on the literature of the Romantic, period* The poets 
found a new world of imagination ant! sympathy* This new 
world had many provinces; nature; history and legends| 
former times I the brotherhood of raan. Each of these sup­
plied theses that inspired the prose and poetry of a new 
romanticism* 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURY CONCEPT OF NATURALISM 
The revolt against the rigidity of subject 
matter and theme which served as the core of true roman­
ticism is first reflected in the literature emerging 
from Germany in 1750* Prior to the French Revolution 
appeared the sane revolutionary ideals and concepts 
in literature pouring from the pens of French writers. 
Chief among those literary types reflecting the change 
from the old to the new philosophies ware the literary 
types of Englandg Germany and Franco. 
Since the bonds between France and England 
tera close and with the industrial revolution having 
thrown England into a state of economic and social chaos, 
it wis inevitable that the same themes should be reflect­
ed in works of English authors during the same period, 
•.jhile las may say that there are points of differences in 
each country's concept of the rights of man, we might 
also say that the points of similarity are numerous enough 
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to warrant a somewhat intensive investigation of the 
basic principle underlying each. Furthermore, since it 
2.5 felt that the European romantic expression reached its 
height in English writers of the period from 1798-1332, it 
is felt chat some close attention should be given to those 
principles of German and French philosophies which reflect 
themselves in purely English romanticism. 
Thus, starting from the bare reaction against the 
purely intellectual outlook of the Eeo-classical age, we 
are met sooner or later, by tendencies so distinct, in 
soma eases so conflicting, yet in the last resort so 
closely connected, as the following: The cry of long-
stifled amotion and of "return to nature," in the most 
general sense which that phrase will bearf the utterance 
of .".ndividual personality! the renewed love of external 
mature, and the sense of a living bond between it and 
mamf the reawakening of religion! the revival of humor! 
the return toward the medieval past! the craving for the 
remote and the supernatural! the reversion to the ideals 
of Greek poetry and the simplicity of Greek imagination. 
One tendency, the cult of realism, must be held entirely 
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apart,. For* though in scxae eases it worked hand in 
hand with the romantic impulse, it Is manifestly of a 
different origin and sooner or later it was certain to 
assert itself in hostility more or less pronounced* 
The germ of the whole movement, so far as it 
is to be brought into connection with Romanticism, is to 
be found in the revolt of the emotions against the tyr® 
anny of intellect* "Reason" was the guiding star of the 
classical poets $ and reason* on their lips* mm apt to 
mean no more than common sense, the faculty which may be 
supposed to guide us in the affairs of daily life*1 Can 
we wonder that after two generations, the world should 
have begun to question so distorted a view of poetry that 
a strong reaction should have set in, and that , for a 
time, something more than its rights should have been 
given to the element of motion? It was in Britain that 
the reaction first declared itself—timidly in the poetry 
of Thomson's Winter, 1726s boldly in the novels of 
-"The Romantic Movement in European Literature," 
The Cambridge Modern History* (Cambridge: University 
Press, 1909), Vol* Vi. p, 822* 
Richardson (1740*53) and in the resounding echo which 
they awakened through a large section of English society 
particularlyi as Is wall known, among cultivated women. 
It would be a shallow criticise which should find in 
Pamela and Clarissa nothing more than the strain of 
motion* and ignore the deep knowledge of human charac® 
ter and motive* or the dramatic genius which gives to 
Richardson1** fictions the force and vividness of reality 
But the appeal of emotion was the first thing to strike 
his contemporaries| and in a sketch of the thought and 
temper of Europe it is the first thing to ba recorded* 
The influence of Richardson soon made itself 
felt upon, the continent| and nowhere more clearly* or 
more fruitfully* than in France* There* strongly as the 
classical tradition was entrenched* the new leaven was 
at once waloomed and appropriated by the two most origin 
al writers of the time* Diderot in the drama* Rousseau 
in the novel* gave it applications of which Richardson 
hau never thought* a significance which lay entirely 
beyond his horiseu. No one can read the two dramas of 
Diderot* or the discourses Sua.' le Poesie Draaaticgue 
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(1757-1753) with which they were buttressed ups without 
feeling that a wholly am? spirit is making its way into 
French literature: that# to an extent even greater than 
was realized by the dramatist* this spirit was fundamental-
ly hostile to.the classical tradition! and that its origin 
is to be traced to the literature of England* end above 
alls to the influence may be traced a few years earlier 
on the drama of Germany (Leasing1 I lias Sara. Sanson. 
1755)In the other cases the influence of Richer dsa-a* 
Li XI© (the author of The London llerelianf)h and other 
British writers is direct* and it is openly proclaimed* 
Among the French* in particular* it gave rise to an 
entirely new type of play* something between comedy and 
tragedy* which came to be known, as le drama« From Diderot 
onwards to the Revolution* the stream of comedies larmoyan;* 
teg, flowed almost unbroken* Se.df,-.iue in La Philosopha sans 
hS. &S32& (1765)* Beauosarchais in Les Deire Amis (1770)* La 
Harpe in Melaiiĵ  (1770)* ..i&rie*Joseph Chenier in Fenclon 
(1795) carried on the tradition which had been founded by 
the zealous admirer of Richardson* The last two writers* 
2Ibid* , pe 323. 
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indeed, definitely crossed the border line, in. no case 
very clearly dram batmen cuaedie lim^:wm£e and traaad* 
ie boiaraeoiso»3 
Far more fruitful m the irif luenee of Rousseau; 
upon the novel to the first instance,, then upon litera­
ture at large, neither to form nor in substance could 
La Rowyalle Heloise (1761) have been written as it was 
but for the influence of Riea&rdsou, or again for that 
of Provost (1728-40), whose later years ware devoted to 
the translation of Richardson. But an entirely new 
strain cases into the novel with the appearance of 
i-ousoeau?^ the lyric note, and that; sense of harmony 
between man arid outward he paints, to interweave the 
woes of hie. heroine with a scene which seemed to reach 
to them from every rode mid copse turd impressed them 
indelibly upon the imagination, of his readers. Fen man 
have done more than Rousseau to widen the scope of the 
novel, or deepen its imaginative appeal. 
-btopford A. Brooke, Ilacuvaiinvi in English Poetry. 
CLondon: A, M. Dent, 1949), p, 33., 
4Ibid.9 p. 81. 
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The lyric note, which breaks through the prose of 
Rouistsus had been as etch lacking to the poetry as to the 
prose of the classics? and its absence had inevitably been 
yet acre disastrous. After si silence of two generations 
it is heard er.ee more in the ode:: and dirges of Collins 
(1746) | -with far fuller and richer power in the early 
Bongs of Goethe (17/0-36)$ and, yet la tor, in the ra-tgic 
of Blake (1733-94) and the ringing melodies of Bums 
(1706-36). There la no need* in this connection* to 
point to the specifically Romantic elements in each of 
these poet;>» The mere fact that each ij-aa essentially 
a singer is sufficient for our purpose* For it is the 
revolt of the auctions against the dcoimaco of intellect 
with milch at the massnt m sere concerned! and the supreme 
expression of the emotions is to ha found in song* in 
that field of poetry rhich^ however hard it may be to 
define, the world instinctively recognises as lyric. The 
absence of such poetry is the worst bled:; up w the; Classical 
ago; its presence» the first and chief glory of the Romantic 
age that followed,5 
^Emest Berntbura, A Guide Through the Romantic Move 
uT;^ (Hew lark: Thomas Helson and Sons, 19331, p. 79l~~ 
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Frora the lyric note it is a short step to the 
express tor? of individual personality* And. once more, the 
fitep was taken by Roujpseau. The Confessions, the Dialog:* 
Jags* the P̂ vcriec, all written between 1765 and 1773, are 
even now the supreme examples of the type. And no writ* 
ings could more defiantly challenge the classical canons. 
Uifchin the next generation, the example of Rousseau was 
followed, with more or less of completeness«, by men of 
tempers so different as Wordsworth and Goethe. ̂ 
We pass to other* and yet more characteristic_ 
aspects of the movement which changed the whole spirit 
of European literature and thoughts to the impulse which 
drew men to seek return at least in imagination, to sim­
pler and more primitive conditions of lifej to the renewed 
love of external nature and the sense of a living bond 
between xt and man. And, here again, we are mat by Roue-
seen. The former of these, the craving for a "return to 
naturee" had already made itself felt in the earlier poetry 
of Gray, above all in the Elegy $ under another form3 it was 
soon to appear in The Deserted Village and The Vicar of 
%::ooke, op. cite, p. 82. 
neucrxoxh. iitr :.X xs in .\<Juumm that i*c takes the 
purest: «md rao«t ucivcrsftl shapef «r*d it Is frcra him that 
It: radiated through the whole literature or Europe.7 The 
writings niileh give the most complete egression to this 
craving are the two Discourses (1750-1753) and Halle 
y.1/ow )» fh©y .':et!.; mi electric shock through Euroee* And 
the eagerness with which they were vulcoued showed that 
Rousseau had spoken the word In season—the word which 
all men'had consciously been waiting to hear* but which 
none had had the insight to conceive ox* the courage to 
utter* ~oe message oh Rousseau has its negative and post-
fciva side. In the first instance,, it was a cry of 
indignant protest against the artificialities of an out-
Wt>rR civiiisafcioaj In this aspect it led to that revolt 
against convention \jhich inspired so much of the best 
literature of the next three generations. The Stur. and 
Shf-H ot C«*may4 much of whet is nosx characteristic in 
xl© Logeuis and Louis C&suaian£ History of Eng-
£!£&• (London; J. M. Dent and Cmpaay," 1897)9 
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the work of vJt >raswrch, Byron and Shelley, much of what 
is best in the romantic movement of France—all trace 
their origin to this source* 3 And* though he would have 
indignantly denied it* there is a curious echo of it in 
the ideas which inspired the poetry of Blake* The poll® 
fc.LGa*i. results of these memorable writings ware still more 
startling! kufc* for the moment, they fall beyond our 
scope* 
The positive side of Rousseau's influence is* 
however, yet more important* From the first Discourse 
onwards it was manifest that he appealed from the in® 
tellect to the emotions! that he thrust aside the ration® 
aixst ideals of Voltaire and the Encyclopedists, as one® 
sided and barren! that, in his view, reasons were 
constituted not merely by the logical faculties acting 
upon the material offered through the senses, but also 
and no less by the intuitive power in virtue of which man 
interprets the blinder and more mysterious promptings of 
ajMcl,s p. 190* 
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his nature, 9 This vasts to attack at its very foundation 
the philosophy of the eighteenth century—the philosophy 
which* fran Locke onwards to GcmdiXiaCj, had been slowly 
shaping itself more and more precisely* It was also to 
apply a standard of human worth the very negation of 
that which, at the time when Rousseau wrote, was current­
ly accepted. The whole body of opinion which had grown 
tip under the artificial conditions of modern society— 
indeeds of society In all possible forms—was to be swept 
away* Han was to be taken Maa he came froca the hands 
ot the Creator,lti0 This was nothing short of a revolu-
fionf aud its significance was at once perceived both by 
friend and foe. 
The conclusion may be drawn that naturalism affect­
ed; England, Germany and France in the following ways: 
Errst, in Germany, Goethe combined the scientific with the 
poetic view of nature| second, in France, Rousseau*s 
uuaaujLsm use- carried on with increased richness and sublety 
93eraabm, op>, cit., p, SO, 
<£fer york! 
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in Mature pcetryj third®in EagI 1:1a, ahildh3od is ideal*-
iaed by Blake® Uordsi/urthj an,! Coleridge! frsedcn and 
passion inspired the heroes mid heroines of. Shelley® 
and all three took up and developed with finer insight® 
those harmonies between nan and eitarsal nature| fourth® 
in Germany® the first great thinker whose speculation was 
penetrated with organic ideas was Kmt* His fundamental 
achievement was to demonstrate that experience is not® a 
stream of isolated sensations® but ft totality® united by 
self ̂consciousness 9 and formally determined by the natu&e 
of the thinking subjects fifth® in France® the school of 
naturalism combined a rather flowery style with an era** 
phasis on raan*s emotional lifej sixth® the English version 
of naturalism had its peculiar originality and strength® 
and its peculiar limitations* Its chief glory lay® with­
out. a doubt* in the extraordinarily various® intimate and 
subtle interpretation of the world of "external nature®" 
and of that other world of wonder and romance which the 
familiar comradeship of nature generates in the mind of 
ram* Thus® having reviewed naturalism in view of the 
continental concept in which France and Germany were 
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awakened to the power and vividness of tiatur&lisoi and 
the English concept wnich revealed nature as an in-
esdiaustible source of lovely Imaginings* the writer calls 
the reader* s attention to naturalism as Wordsworth defend-
on it in hit Preface to Lyrical Ballads, 
CHAPTER III 
THE WORDSWORTH CONCEPT OF THE 
POST AS A NATURALIST 
William Wordsworth* the greatest of the early 
loaantieiats* organised his conceptions of the con­
stituents of good poetry in clear* compact statements 
and set thera forth in the Preface to the second edition 
of ŷriê l Hal3adst which published in 1800, This 
Preface presents Wordsworth* a basal ideas as to the 
nature of poetrys and is a defense of explanation of 
nis oua poetry in particular. This Preface and the 
te&Sftl drew forth such a storm of criticism 
that Wordsworth felt obliged to explain his theories 
further® and this explanation resulted in an appendix 
co the Preface and a second preface in 1315* as well as 
Bxl 'xMMSZ .Supplementary to £ho Preface* That Wordsworth 
thought long and deeply on the subject is evidenced by 
the fact that in many of his letters to friends and 
acquaintances these prefaces and essays were discussed* 
In 1/89 Wordsworth wrote in a letter to James Tobin* "The 
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essay® of which I have spoken to you must be written 
with eloquence* or not at all.511 
The principal object of this chapter is to 
present the Words worthian theories of poetry with special 
emphasis on the subject* diction* and fore. Wordsworth*s 
opinions on taste will also be discussed. Before taking 
up the theories* it may be well to give Wordsworth's 
ideas aa to the qualifications of a poet and his defini­
tions of poetry. 
One of the contributing factors to the greatness 
of Wordsworth was the fact that he had a clear-cut concep­
tion of what was meant by the word "poet." To him a poet 
was more than a man who set himself aside to write poetry. 
The poet 
is a man speaking to men J A man it is 
true endowed with more lively sensibility* 
more enthusiasm and tenderness* who has a 
greater knowledge of human nature, and a 
more comprehensive soul, than are suppos­
ed to be common among mankind: A raan 
pleased with his own passions and volitions 
and who rejoices more than other men in the 
spirit of life that is In him| delighting 
Ernest de Selincourfc, Early Letters of William and 
Wqrdavgorkh. (London: Oxford Press, 1937), p. 18sT~* 
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to contemplate similar volitions 
and passions as raanifested in the goings 
on of the -salvorso* and habitually im­
pelled to create them where he does not 
find them.2 
He hold that a poet writes with the purpose of giving 
pleasure and this pleasure is his only restrictions: 
"The necessity for giving immediate pleasure to a 
Human Being possessed of that information which may be 
expected from him, not as? a lawyer, a physician, an as­
tronomer, or a natural philosopher, but as a man#"3 ile 
maintained that nature is important to the poet, for 
"man and nature are essentially adapted to each other, 
and the mind of man is as naturally the mirror of the 
fairest and mast interesting properties of nature* 
He declared that the poet thirties and feels in the spirit 
of human passions* 
Men of different ages have defined poetry accord­
ing to their varied tastes* Wordsworth agreed with the 
Ibid* j. p s 17 * 
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words of Aristotle, "poetry is the most philosophic of 
writings," arid believed with him that the object of 
poetry is f 1 truth--carried alive into the heart by passion*" 
and that this passion* built by truth, cannot be dealt 
with lightly by those who consider poetry a "matter of 
amusement or idle pleasure.Wordsworth ascribed to 
poetry also the object of producing pleasure which in its 
turn, "is an acknowledgement of the beauty of the universe." 
He maintained that "poetry is the image of man and nature;" 
"poetry is the first and last of all knowledge—It is as 
immortal as the heart of man.8* He supplied many other 
definitions, but all are climaxed by the statement 
Poetry is the- spontaneous overflow of 
powerful feelings it takes its origin 
from emotion recollected in tranquilityJ 
the emotion is contemplated till, by a 
species of reaction, the tranquility 
disappears, and an amotion, kindred to 
that which was before the subject of 
contemplation, is gradually produced, 
and does actually exist, in the mind," 
Words orth* s great desire was to produce a "species 
of poetry which is genuine poetry" and not an imitation of 
~ > * • v 
tr , g 
f a P . p e 15-16, 
p. 25. 
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the great that has gone before. The result of this 
great desire was a large number of poem "materially 
different from those upon which general approbation is 
at present bestowed# 1 The greatness of the poetry of 
Wordsworth nay be attributed, in part, to this wise 
choice of subject matter, In keeping with the principle 
of selection, as stated in the Prefaces Wordsworth re­
fused to follow the beaten paths of the classicistsj 
hence, in direct opposition to them, he rejected high 
and lofty subject matter, and chose to write about the 
simple everyday things with which he came into contact 
in his daily life. In Wordsworth*s own words, we find. 
The principal object, then proposed In 
these Poems (Lyrical Ballads) was to 
choose incidents and situation® from 
common life# 
His reasons are then given. 
humble and rustic life was generally 
chosen, because, in that condition, the 
essential passions of the heart find a 
better soil in which they can attain 
their maturity, are less under restraint, 
and speak a plainer and more emphatic 
languages because in that condition of life 
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elementary feelings co-exist in a 
state of greater simplicity* and con­
sequently* aay be more accurately con­
templated* and more forcibly communicated $ 
because the manners of rural life germinate 
from those elementary feelings* and from the 
necessary character of rural occupations* 
are more easily comprehended* and are more 
durablej and* lastly* because in that con­
dition the passions of man are incorporat­
ed with the beautiful and permanent forms 
of nature* 7 
These objections are very important* for they give con­
verse statements of the fundamentals underlying all of 
Wordsworth5 e writ trigs * 
Wordsworth believed that attention should be 
given to the choice of subject* because "the subject is 
indeed important I For the human mind is capable of 
being excited without the application of gross and violent 
stimulants »w® It was apparent to him that the human mind 
would find pleasure in simplicity * and that search for 
excitement and stimulation was caused by the era in which 
the minds of the people seamed to be "reduced to a state 
PP* S-4* 
8 lb id*, pe 6* 
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of savage torpor." Wordsworth at all times "endeavored 
to look steadily" at his subject, and conscious of 
the fact that one property of good poetry is "good sense."9 
lie believed that it is only through wise choice of subject 
matter that this "good sense" may be achieved. It Is not 
the techniques used in writing that is important * but the 
"matter" that is discussed therein that Is of extreme Ira* 
portanee»n--y Another distinguishing factor of the 
importance of subject matter is the fact that the "feel-
ing therein developed gives Importance to the action and 
situation and not the action end situation to the feel-
iug."̂  
Wordsworth believed that every poem should be 
written from a worthy purpose in the mind of the writer. 
He did not mean that a poet must always begin writing 
with a distinct purpose; he meant that through experience 
and training "descriptions of such objects as strongly 
°Ibid.„ p. 29. 
10Ibich > p. 29. 
B p. 6. 
« 
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excite those feelings * will be found to carry along with 
fcham a purpose. "3-2 Although "poetry is the spontaneous 
over-flow of powerful feelings/* poems of any value must 
be produced by one who has thought long and deeplys that 
is9 with "tranquility.*'-"' 
In the Preface to the 1815 edition of Lyrical 
Ballads6 Wordsworth listed the powers requisite to the 
production of poetry. These powers are "Observation 
and Description, Sensibility, Reflection, imagination 
and Fancyt Invention, and Judgment." Of these powers 
the two which require further comment are Imagination 
and Fancy. These two are of the utmost importance in 
relation to the subject, for there is a wide distinction 
between them. Wordsworth stated that 
imagination is the power of depicting 
and Fancy of evoking and combining. 
The Imagination is formed by patient 
observations the Fancy by a voluntary 
activity in shifting the scenery of the 
mind.3.4 
p. 3. 
•*•3ibid. s p. 25. 
14Iki£U* P. 26. 
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Both Fancy and Imagination have the power to shape and 
create, la a letter to :u P» Gillus* written in 1814* 
' /oodsowfch statedj, "Imagination almost always transcends 
reality. "2-5 
Diction and form or style are so closely associa­
ted with each other that it is difficult to separate 
them; but for the soke of clarity* the writer will attempt 
to do so. 
Entirely in keeping with the idea of choosing 
humble topics about which to write* Wordsworth judged 
that his main purpose was to imitate and adopt s as far 
as possible "the very language of ana#"2-6 This language 
was adapted because 
such man hourly communicate with the 
best objects from which the best part 
of language is originally derived| and 
because of their rank in society and the 
sameness and narrow circle of their in­
tercourse* being loss under the influence 
i5dmest de Salincourt* Early Letters of William 
-r.d Dorothy Wordsworth. (Oxford? "London Press, 1937), " 
p. 610. ® 
George* fedsworth*s prefaces and Essays on 
P o e t r y ,  p .  9 .  *  -  a ™  _  — _  
of social vanity, they convey their 
feelings and notions in simple and 
\me labor at ed expressions* Such a 
language is a more permanent and far 
raore philosophical language.-7 
It was Wordsworth® s theory that ornamented poetic 
diction could not bring the language of poetry closer 
to the language of men. Wordsworth wished at all times 
to keep the reader "in the company of flesh and blood," 
and he believed that only through the doctrine of sim­
plicity, reflected in simple diction could this object 
be achieved# He called objects by their real names and 
did not believe in disguising them under a shower of 
/..•. ®ous or high-sounding words. Since he endeavored to 
look steadily as he wrote, his poems have "little false­
hood of description" and his "ideas are expressed in 
language fitted to their respective importance»"13 The 
basis of poetry, which is "good sense, necessarily cut 
off a large portion of phrases and figures of speech 
"which we have heard so often that they seem to have 
become the property of poets." 13 Wordsworth also 
refrained fro® using many expressions that were "in 
themselves proper and beautiful," but had been so poor­
ly used they no longer retained their power of express­
ing beauty* 20 
Many men may have asked that, if the language 
in poetry is the language of men, what makes the poetry? 
Wordsworth gave an excellent answer to this question by 
saying, 
If the poet*c subject be judiciously 
chosen, it will naturally and upon 
fit occasion, lead him to passions 
the language of which, if selected truly 
and judiciously, must necessarily be 
dignified and variegated and alive with 
metaphors and figures*21 
If the language of poetry is "the language of men, it 
is unnecessary to add to it," therefore, "the poet 
thinks and feels in the spirit of human passions."22 
19*k*g«, p. 9. 
20Ibid., pe 9. 
21Ibid., p. 12. 
22IM̂ > P* 21-
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Wordsworth modified these positive statements by a 
recognition of the facts that the poet could not at all 
times produce language as fitted to the passion as the 
road passion would, suggest* and that the poet should con­
sider himself as a. translator in interpreting these 
passions* which would in turn be influenced by the in-
tensity iti which he* as a poet* felt those passions.23 
lie conceded that it would ba impassible for a poet to 
write without coloring "a part of the composition" by 
a diction of the poet1 ft own* peculiar to hin as an in­
dividual poet."24 Wordsworth said that a poet must 
strive* when he speaks "through the mouths of his 
characters*" to make their language as nearly his own 
m possible* He asserted that the diction of poetry* 
as affected by the true poet's own nature and tempera-
meat* will not remove it far from the realn of natural 
passions& and that 
The poet thinks and feels in the spirit 
of htr.uin nature. How* then* car4 his 
language differ in any material 
23ibid., p. 15. 
24,Jbid.* p. 20. 
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degree from that of all other men who 
feel vividly and see elearly?25 
The cone fusion may be drawn that Wordsworth* s 
poetic theories as expressed in the Preface to Lyrical 
Ballads are as follows? First, the doctrine of simplicity 
Is b&sali second, the subject matter should be drawn from 
the incidents and situations of ccnroa life5 thirds the 
language of poetry should be the vary language of men, 
and the poet should make that language as nearly his own 
as possible| fourth* the object of poetry is truths it 
should produce pleasure| fifth* poetry should be written 
with a worthy purpose in the raind of the writer* and should 
h- written in the spirit of tranquility! sii;tha poetry 
should contain good senses seventh.* powers requisite for 
the production of poetry are: Observation and Description, 
Sensibility, Reflection, Imagination and Fancy, Invention, 
and Judgments eighth. Imagination Is the power of depict-
lug and Fancy of evoking! ninth, the poet is a man speaking 
to men! he possesses sensibility, enthusiasm, and tenderness! 
2^Ibid.. p.20. 
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tenth , poetry Is the image of man arid naturef poetry is 
the first and last of all knowledges poetry is the 
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings * 
The years from 1798-1832 are known as the roraan* 
tic period* The forces which have already been in evi» 
deuce break the boundaries constraining them and cone 
forth into fruition. Wo longer is literature controlled 
by rules and "reason̂ * instead,, it gives vent to genuine 
human feeling. Imagination and motion, before suppress* 
ad, are nou encouraged as being the basis of valid, artistic 
expression. 
CHAPTER XV 
AM ANALYSIS OF HAXUSALISM AS REVEALED III SELECTED 
POEMS OF THE THREE PERIODS OF WORDSWORTH *S LIFE 
Wordsworth* a genius expressed it self in three 
large groups of poem® corresponding closely to three periods 
of his life la each period the relation to nature is 
different* Wordsworth believed that in infancy xm are a 
thoughtless part of nature % in youth xm become passionate* 
ly aware of its existence* and grow full of fancies con­
cerning if | but not until maturity do we by exercise of 
reason and imagination, really understand it*" 
The poems of each group are related to one 
another* in that they refer to the same class of subjects 
and are bound together by a common purpose* 
The first group of poems, "An Evening Walk," 1793j 
nTintern Abbey," 179Sf "Michael," 1800j and "Prelude," 
1805, comprise a few of Wordsworth*s early works, their 
^Ernest Bembaura, Anthology of Romanticism*. (New 
•• Thomas Nelson and Sow. , 1945), ~pT"lD7l 
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subjects being the unadorned features of nature and some 
of the common incidents of life which fell under the poet8s 
observations and the ruling purpose being the quite simple 
one of representing the truth, and of communicating the 
joy and strength which he derived from life. 2 These 
poems were of a new kind. They represented the union of 
exact knowledge with creative imagination, of plain lan­
guage with passionate feeling. The period ends almost 
abruptly in 1807. 
The second group of poems, 18Intimations of Im­
mortality," 18071 "iiy Heart Leaps Up When I Behold," 
1807| "To the Daisy," 1807l "To a Skylark," 1807J and 
"I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud,'1 1807, comprise those 
fine endeavors of Wordsworth to penetrate to a soul of 
things supposed to lie behind nature8s impassive face.3 
In the "Intimations,"there is a kind of poetry entirely 
different in origin and purpose from the direct type of 
2Qeorge Harper, William Wordsworth. (London% 
A. M, Dent, 1916), p6 152. 
3Ibid.a p. 152. 
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the irsfc perio<l| but It is almost equally characteristic 
of Wordsworth, and almost as lonely in its excellence® 
The period when Wordsworth produced such poetry extended 
scarcely farther than 1807.4 
Throughout the rest of his life, except for a few 
instances when the spirit of his youth revived, his ob­
servation was oblique, and his reflective powers ware 
dominated by principles not formerly his own, and not 
easily reconcilable with the-best that he had been#5 The 
poems to be discussed during this period are "The Ex-
cursion," 1814| "Laodaraia," 1814J "The White Doe of 
iwhyietone," lolS* One of the immense number of poems 
which he wrote in his last forty years, nearly all were 
upon a high level of attainment| but standing alone they 
would not suffice to justify a claim of great superiority, 
except in one kind of work—that is, the historical and 
political sonnet.6 Large as is his achievement in this' 
4Ibid., p. 153. 
5Ibi,d., p. 153. 
P« 153. 
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third kind of characteristic excellence, he is by no means 
great here as in his poems of simple life and his poems of 
pute ref le ct ion«,7 
"An Evening Walk" bo longs , as regards the styla of 
its compositions to Wordsworth's Cambridge days® The poem 
reviews Wordsworth's early life at Hawkshead. Not only its 
subjectf, but its substance in detail, recalls the sleeping 
lakes and cloud-capped hills of Cumberland, It yields no 
evidence of foreign travel or of interest in public affairs. 
While there seemed to pass away a certain glory from the 
earth, there was never a time when the common objects of 
nature failed to afford him intense joy, 
"In youth's keen eye the livelong day was 
bright , 
\ The sun at morning, and the stars. at night, 
Alike, when first the bittern's hollow bill 
Was heard, or woodcocks raaraed the moonlight 
hill.3 
"The Evening Walk" is a compact collection of 
images mostly derived from personal observation. Never 
7Ibid., p. 153. 
"An Evening Walk," n . 17-20. 
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perhaps had an English poet paid such close and loving 
attention to the most insignificant sights and sounds of 
the country* Wordsworth always claimed for this poera the 
quality of sincere observationc "There is not an image 
in it/5 he wrote afterwards* "which 2 have not observed; 
and now5 in ray seventy-third year* I recollect the time 
and place where most of them were noticed* -' And quoting 
the two lines * 
And* fronting the bright west* yon oak 
entwines 
Its darkening boughs and leaves, in strong­
er lines,10 
The description of the dead of night* which brings the 
"Evening Walk" to a close* it marvelous in its tereseness 
and accuracy. 
But now the clear-bright Moon her zenith 
gains * 
And rimy without speck extend the plains; 
The deepest dell the mountain's breast 
display* 
-Harper* o^* clt.„ p. 153* 
-•'"'Everting 11all:*" 11. 193-194, 
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Scarce hides a shadow from her searching 
rays | 
From the dark-blue "faint silvery threads" 
divide 
The hi lis s while gleans below the azure 
tide | 
The scene is wake, ,'d, yet its peace un-
broke 
"Lines Composed a Few Miles Above Tint em Abbey," a 
reflective pom in 159 lines of blank verse, was composed 
in 1798, and was published the sane year in the famous 
volume entitled Lyrical Ballad.G«, The title lias been 
shortened by the public to "Tintem Abbey•n Wordsworth 
had visited the region alone and on foot in 1793J upon 
hi® second visit, five years later, he recalls the first 
and compares his feeling for nature at that time with 
what it was after the first visit. The general theme is 
the Interrelation between nature and the spirit of man, 
each as an interpreter and revealer of the others the 
contemplation of nature gives an insight into the invisi­
ble world that comprehends both nature and man; nature has 
the power to throw light upon the mystery of human life; 
11Ibid.e a ile 423-7 29 <. 
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she can console and sustain| rami1 s own emotional experien­
ces, In turn, reveal and interpret nature.2-2 
The poet distinguishes three successive periods 
in his attitude toward natures hie first, and merely 
animal delight»grows into a sensuous appreciation of 
natural beauty, and this in turn finally develops into 
a moral and contemplative attitude and brings the "phil­
osophic mind" that identified nature, man and God. 13 Ho 
other of his poems contains so many of his most felici­
tous lines, such as 
"The still, sad music of humanity,"1̂  
'"Hj.3 little, ri<iaqleas*, uerem&ubered acts 
of kindness and of love,"15 
"Nature never did betray the heart that 
loved har."2̂  
12Ilarian Tucker, "Tintern Abbey," Encyclopedia 
Aaerlcaqa. (1942), Vol. XXVI, p. 642. 
13ibid.s p. 642. 
intern Abbey," 1. 91, 
Îbid.. l. 34. 
-Glhid»» 1- 122. 
From, his very earliest years 9 Wordsworth was aware 
of the beauty and spiritual suggestivcnees of the world of 
nature around him# He had the seeing eye* the receptive 
soul, the divine gift of spiritual insight* In his young-
est days, he could say of himself: 
The sounding cataract 
Haunted ae like a passion? the tall rock, 
The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood, 
Their colors ami their forms, ware then 
to me 
An appetite £ a feeling and a love* 
That had no need of a. remoter charm, 
By thought supplied, nor̂ aay interest 
Unborrowed from the eye# 17 
It is not merely aa accurate description of nature that 
he gives* not; merely reproduction of the beauty of her 
myriad forms* Nor is it the sentiment of nature alone 
or her reflection of the passions and experiences of 
the human soul* It la the soul of Nature herself# 
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In this ability to interpret nature as a 
revelation of God, Wordsworth stands easily first. In 
nature he felt 
A presence that disturbs me in the joy 
Of elevated thoughtaJ a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused, 
Whose dwelling is the light of the set­
ting suns. 
And the round ocean and living air, 
A motion and a spirits that impels 
All thinking things , all objects of all 
thought s 
And rolls through all things.-0 
The pleasure Wordsworth found in remembering 
landscapes s and the objects of nature made such deep im­
pressions or, his mind that their image remained there, and 
became the source of future pleasure, affording him 
In hours of weariness, sensations sweet, 
Felt in the blood, and felt along the 
heart j l-5 
In many of his poems, Wordsworth illustrates the 
power of nature to counteract worldly influences and to 
13Ibid., 11. 94-102. 
19Ibid.. 11. 27-23. 
bring clearness of perceptions as \*aii as sanity of thought; 
perhapa nowhere better than in the "Lines Above Tintera Ab­
ac/' in which he speaks of that bless.- . iood6 
To them I may have ovmd another gift. 
Of aspect more sublimes that blessed mood, 
In which the burden of the mystery, 
In which the heavy and the weary weight 
Of all this unintelligible world, 
Is lightened£—that serene and blessed mood, 
In which the affections gently lead us on, 
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame 
And even the motion of our human blood 
Almost suspended, \m are laid asleep 
In body, and become a living souli2u 
The poets and artists have done much to increase 
the happiness of men and women by teaching them to observe 
the beauty of the natural world and to become lovers 
Of the meadows and the woods. 
And mountains s and of all that we behold 
Proa this green earthJ of all the mighty 
world 
Of eye, and eart"-both what they half 
create. 
And what they perceive;21 
20Ibid., 11. 38-49e 
2*Ibid.; 11. 103-106, 
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The theraa of the poea "Michasi" which was composed 
in 1800, appears to have bean suggested to Wordsworth by 
oaae actual occurence. A reaction frost his previous in­
terest in the xjonderful and supernatural was inclining him 
to attend strictly to real' life. He had been living long 
enough among his rustic neighbors to know and appreciate 
to the full some of their touching domestic tales. The 
story of •'Michael," as it cane to him* was connected with 
a particular spot* hidden in the green boson of the hills, 
about two miles from the vale of Grassier e* 
In "Michael", Wordsworth describes the love of the 
old shepherd, Michael, for the valleys, streams, and rocks, 
ile gives expression to his am love for his native hills. 
A hose fields, those hills*"••what could they 
less?—had laid 
Strong hold on his affections, were to him 
A pleasurable feeling of blind love, 
The pleasure which there is in life itself.22 
A great deal of his time when a lad was spent out 
of doors, bounding like a roe over the mountains, by the 
^"Michael," 11. 74-77. 
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rivers and streams, wherever nature led hii.u It was not 
until he had reached hie maturity the.; he began to think 
"On raans the heart of man* and human life* "23 
The pom gives a picture of a man* of strong mind 
and lively sensibility* agitated by two of the most power-
ful affactions* of the human heart: the parental affections 
and the love of family independence* The old shepherd* 
i-ixcoael# found increased delight in the beauty of the hills 
after Luke cane to share his pleasure* 
but soon as Luke* full ten years old... 
could stand 
Against the mountain blasts | and to the 
heights9 
hot i.oaring toil* nor length of weary ways* 
He with his Father daily went* and they 
Were as companions9 why should I relate 
That objects which the Shepherd love before 
Wore dearer now? that from the Boy there 
cane 
Feelings and emmatlons—things which ware 
Light to the sim and music to the wind| 
And that the old heart seamed bom 
again?24 
The "Prelude" was begun on February 10* 1799s as 
UordsBorth turned touard England after an absence of sis 
24.5k~i» 11. 194-203. 
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months C.n Germany# Oa settling at Grasraere "The Prelude" 
became his ,.er:i:>work uwtii 1805, whoa Ik; mw caapleted* 
It wa$ written primarily for himselft as a test of his own 
power®, at a time when he was diffident as to his ability 
to nerve the muse m my more arduous subjects# When it 
was completed he found the reality so far short of his ex-
pec tat ion that no steps were taken to publish it. The fact 
that it pleased Coleridge made large amends for his own 
disappointment,* and he occasionally revised it until 1830# 
The growth of Wordsworth's poetic nature, as seen in "The 
Preludes" affords an: introductions not only to all his own 
later wort;, but also to much of modern poetry in general# 25 
It reveals the source of that genius and passion, 
wisdom and truth, which characterises his great work as 
poet and philosopher# "The Prelude" is autobiographical, 
the story of the growth of a poet's mind, and was intended 
as the introduction t© a vast philosophical group, of which 
The Sxcxarsion and the Ilecluse were members# Two convictions 
2%iliia;a Wordsworth, The Complete Poetical Works of 
h^iiias WordMapgfcfr. (Hew Tories Houghton-Mifflin CoapSS^T 
1904), p# 830# 
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penetrated Wordsworth*s Prelude t the dignity of man in 
himself , and the moral and intellectual strength which 
co ;ee to him in communion with Nature * Both in Nature 
and in I Ian he saw the "hiding places of infinite power ,"26 
and sometimes the one, and sometimes the other» seems to 
be the focus of his thoughts, On the other hand he knew 
that this marvelous speech was created for him by his own 
invagination, it "must give, else never can receive."27 
During the earlier part of his school-life it is 
not Wordsworth who seeks Nature; it is rather Nature who, 
at certain hours 2»n the midst of his sport, thrusts her-
sell upon him. Even thus early, he perceives "gleans like 
the flashing of a shield;" 
And common face of Nature the earth spake 
to me 
kanamberabla things.22 
26"The Prelude," Bke XII, 1. 279. 
27Ibid.. 1. 276. 
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But It Is his games alone that really absorb him* He gives 
himself up unreservedly to the delight of exercising his 
healthy body and wearing oil: his robust limbs« What delights 
him Is the pure gratification of his sense » the unconscious 
pleasure derived from organic sensation* He is never happier 
than when he reaches home 
Feverish with weary joints and beat log 
• mind*29 
Wordsworth experienced at Cambridge the same in­
tuitions as at HayksheadJ here* too, he attributed life 
and feeling 
To every natural form, rock, fruit or 
flower, 
Even the loose stones that cover the 
highway® 
•»*•****»«*Whf 1 er of Terror or of Love, 
Or Beautys Nature1& daily face put on 
From transitory passion, unto this 
I was as sensitive as waters are 
To the sky*s influence* 
Unknown, unthought of, yet X was most rich 
I had a world about me 'twas my owns 
f made it, for it only lived to me*-*0 
29Ib̂ d.* Bk* II® 11. 18-19* 
30m̂ , Bke III* 11. 75-142. 
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Greatly as ha enjoyed solitude* his sociable disposition 
would not allow hi® to shun his fellow-students * If a 
troop of young fellow drew near he was naturally attract­
ed towards it* for his heart loved companionship, and 
Idleness, and joye How could he behold unmoved 
So many happy youths* so wide and fair 
A congregation in its budding-time 
Of health* and hope* and beauty, all at 
once 
So raany divers samples • from the growth 
Of life's sweet season, 
That miscellaneous garland of wild flowers 
Decking the matron temp-.es of a place 
So famous through the woridf̂ l 
The two remaining years of his life at Cambridge were there­
fore less frivolous than the first. The boisterous amuse­
ments which had at first allured him no longer had their old 
charm# He led a more solitary life* opening his heart to the 
gentle influence of melancholy and loving 
A pensive shy* sad days* and piping \finds, 
The twilight more than dawn, atumn than 
spring, 32 
H. 218-225. 
32Ikid# # Bk» Tl. 11. 174-75. 
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Cambridge did not demand of Wordsworth three 
years of unbroken exile from nature,, nor deprive him of 
all cot-aauaicatian with her. The effect of college life, 
which was artificial and repugnant to tike instincts of 
his geniucj was proposed and counteracted by the influetue 
of his vacations. 
The sumaer holidays of 1788 saw him once more at 
Hawkshead, unable to resist the attraction of the village 
in which the brightest days of his boyhood had been passed. 
Again he visited 
The famous brook, who, soon as he was 
boxed 
Within the garden, found himself at once, 
A® If by trick insidious and unkind, 
Stripped of his voice and left to dimple 
down • 
(Without an effort and without a will) 
A channel paved by ram's officious care533 
But the keenest joy of all came when he lay down in the 
lowly bed where he had heard the wind roaring and the rain 
lashing the window panes, where, so often, he 
Had lain awake on summer nights to watch 
The moon in splendor couched among the leaves 
3J"The Prelude,'1 Bfc* IV, 11. 5G-55. 
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Of a tall ash* that near the cottage otô df 
Had watched her with fixed ayes while to 
sad from 
In the dark summit of the waving tree 
She rocked Vfivh every impulse of the 
breeze. 
Full of dreams like these he seated himself in a wood 
alone, and continued his reverie. 
The slopes 
And heights meanwhile ware slowly over­
spread 
With darkness* and before a rippling breese 
The long lake lengthened out its hoary line. 
And in the sheltered coppice where I sate* 
Around me from among the hazel leaves, 
Now here, now there, moved by the straggling 
wind, 
Came ever and anon a breath-like sound, 
Quick as the pantings of the faithful dog, 
The off and on companion of my walk; 
And such, at times, believing them to be, 
I turned my head to look if he ware there| 
Then into solemn thought I passed once 
more,35 
"T*MS Ode on Immortality," m it was generally called, 
by William Wordsworth consisted of 203 lines of irregular 
verse In 11 stanzas of unequal length, and was composed 
between the years 1803 and 1806, while the Poet was living 
34Ibid., IX, 85-92. 
35MM<, 11, 178-190. 
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at Town End, Grasraere , and wa& published in 1807. In ef­
fects it is a poem on the eternity and the destiny of the 
hmen spirit land the interrelation of roan and nature. In 
Its mysticism*-its belief in intuitive knowledges in the 
power of humanizing experiences to interpret nature and in 
the power of nature to sustain and console the spirit of 
man—it is a complement to Wordsworth's HTintern Abbey."36 
The structure of the ode is based -upon the poet's 
train of thought and emotion* He stands in the raidst of a 
I lay morning, but can no longer feel the joy of nature that 
he felt as a child: 
There was & time when meadow# grove# 
and stream# 
The earth„ and every common sight# 
To me did sae.i 
Apparelled in celestial light, 
The glory and the freshness of a dream. 
It is not now as it hath bean of yores — 
Turn whereso'er I may# 
By night or day, 
The things which I have seen I now can 
see no more.3/ 
16, r illrlan Tucker, "Ode on Immortality#" Encyclopedia 
Americana. (1942), XX# p« 579* 
37Ibid., U. 1-9« 
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he tries to regain this early delight but fails, and aslcs 
blither it has fled. 
I hear* I hear* with joy I hear! 
But there*8 a tree* of many* one* 
A single field which I have looked upon, 
Both of them speak of something that" is gone| 
The pansy at cay feet 
Doth the same tale repeat; 
Whither it fled the visionary gleam? 
Where is it now* the glory and the dreara?33 
The answer is that our birth is but a forgetting 
of our former existences the child* fresh from heaven* in­
vests all natural objects with the light that never ma on 
sou or lands as he grows older the light fades. 
Our birfc7 is but a sleep and a forgetting; 
The soul chat rises with us, our life's star, 
Hath bad elsewhere its setting, 
And cometh from afar; 
Not in entire forgefcfulness« 
And not in utter nakedness, 
But trailing clou la of glory do we come 
From God* who is our hornet39 
As a chile, he is the "best philosopher"; before life lays 
upon him the weight of custom, he reads the riddles of the 
38Xbid, . Ue 50-57, 
JPi-rjSU» H* 58-65# 
universe# 
Thou, whose exterior semblance doth belle 
Thy soul1s immensity! 
Thou best philosopher, «ho yet dost keep 
Thy heritage, thou eye among the blind. 
That, deaf and silent, read1at the eternal 
deep, 
Haunted for ever by the eternal laind,"— 
Mighty prophetI seer blest1!̂ ® 
Yet the grown man does not entirely and forever lose the 
light and the memory! he has hie moments of transcendent 
revelation when hi® spirit plays upon the shores of the 
universal ocean. 
The thought of our past years in me doth 
bread 
Perpetual benediction: not indeed 
For that which is most worthy to be blest J 
Delimit and liberty, the simple creed-
Of childhood, whether busy or at rest, 
With new-fledged hop© still fluttering in 
iits breast t*1 
As s compensation for the loss of the early glory, there 
lias come a deeper insight into the meaning of nature, 
brought on by common human experiences. 
n- 109-US. 
. 11. 133-138. 
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Of splendor in the grass , of glory in 
t h e  f l o |  
We will grieve not > rather find 
Strength in what remains behindf 
In the primal sympathy 
Which having been must ever b@£ 
In the soothing thoughts that spring 
Out: of bunaa sufferings 
In the faith that looks through death 
In years that bring the philosophic mind.42 
The carers of manhood, and the fevor of the world 
did not destroy Wordsworth® s love of Nature nor lessen 
his pleasure in her visible forms, as is shown in the 
following quotation from !®My Heart Leaps Up When I Behold*" 
My heart leaps up when I behold 
A rainbow in the sky; 
So was it when my life beganj 
So is it now I am a nans 
Jo be it tsiun I shall grov? old. 
Or let me dieI43 
Wordsworth received inspiration and consolation 
from flowerss as can be seen from his poem "To the Daisy*" 
Fresh smitten by - the morning ray, 
When thou art up, alert and gay, 
Whan cheerful flower! ray spirits play 
42Ibid*. 11* 177-106. 
43f^.iy Heart Leaps Up When X Behold," 11. 1-6. 
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With kindred gladness 
And when* at dm:'. • by dews opprest 
Thou sirî st, the Image of thy rest 
Hath often eased ay pensive breast 
Of careful sadness.44 
The descriptive power of Wordsworth is also 
shown in tliis same poem 
Thee Winter in the garland wears 
That thinly decks his few gray hairs 
Spring parts the clouds with softest 
airs* 
That she may sun thee; 
Whole summer-fieIds are thine by rightJ 
And Au&ura» melancholy wight I 
Both in thy crimson head delight 
When rains are on theeI43 
Wordsworth wandered through the fields of 
Cumberland, and along the little streams when he was a 
youngster» His famous p em abort the daffodils reflects 
this love of nature. 
X wandered lonely as a cloud 
That floats on high o'er vales and hi lis b 
When all at once I saw a crowd, 
A host of golden daffodils| 
44UTO a Daisy," 11. 57-64. 
45ikiSl̂  H. 9-16. 
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Beside the lake* beneath the trees * 
Fluttering and dancing in the breese® 
Continuous as the stars that shine 
And twinkle on the milky my. 
They stretched in never-ending line 
Along the margin of a bay? 
Ten thousand saw I at a glance, 
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance*^ 
Such natural beauty as the sight of a field of flowers 
had a tremendous effect on Wordsworth® It meant more to 
him than human companionship $ it comforted and inspired 
him throughout his life® 
The waves beside them danced but they 
Outdid the sparkling waves in glees 
A poet could not but be gay, 
In such a jocund company J 
I gased—and ganed»»but little thought 
What wealth the show to me had brought}-47 
It was the ability to recreate scenes of natural 
beauty that made Wordsworth content to live in solitude® 
It was not necessary for hira to be in the midst of natural 
scenery in order to derive pleasure therefrom# The scene 
46" i Wandered Lonely as a Cloud," IX® 1«12® 
47£bid,6 11® 13-19® 
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once enjoyed became so indelibly fixed in his mind that 
he had but to turn a leaf of memory's volume in order to 
exper ieuce again the original pleasure* Hence, he could 
truthfully say 
For oft, when on ray couch I lie 
In vacant, or in pensive raood, 
They flash upon that inward eye 
Which is the bliss of solitudê  
And then ray heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils.43 
"The Excursion" was published in quarto in July, 
1814, with a dedicatory sonnet to the Earl of Lonsdale, 
a short prose Preface, and 107 introductory lines of 
poetry, now printed as the last lines of "A Fragrant of 
the Eecluse*" The theme was t What causes despondency, 
and by what mesas,—nature, religion, at cetera, it may 
be overcome* 
Two of the chief characters in "The Excursion," 
besides the author, are the contemplative Wanderer, a 
Pedlar by trade and Solitary, who is melancholy because 
he is disappointed and disgusted by the outcome of the 
4aIbid*» lle 19-24. 
French Revolution. In the first book the character of 
the Wanderer is revealed through his attitude toward the 
pathetic experiences of Margaret. With the opening of 
Book Two, the Wanderer invites the poet to walk with iiini 
to the lonely pass which connects Upper and Lower Lang-
dale, there to visit the Solitary, a man who has with­
drawn froca a world in which his hopes have been baffled 
and his faith in God and man shaken* The Solitary tells 
the story of his life in Book Three, and the Wanderer 
in the Fourth attempts to correct his despondency by 
showing that communion with nature and the exercise of 
imagination are sources of divine knowledge, and capable 
of lifting the soul above the rough ground where reason 
stumbles. In Book Five, all three descend to tfa large 
and populous vale,'5' which in most of its features is the 
¥aie of Grasmere, where they enter the churchyard and 
church, commenting on what they see. The Sixth Book 
opens with an eulogy on the State and Church of England* 
The Seventh Book is a continuation of the Sixth, In 
Book Eight, the four speakers enter the parsonage, and 
the talk turns to a criticism of science, the rise of 
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manufacturing industry, arid the degradation of the 
agricultural population. In the Ninth book, the value 
of state schools and compulsory education is eloquently 
procl iraod. 
The philosophical doctrine of "The Excursion" 
Is first of all, that the universe is ruled by a spirit­
ual person, much like ourselves at our best;, with af­
fections and a will. Secondly, that human life, on the 
whole, is morally admirable arid worth while, especially 
in view of the poet's belief in the future existence 
c'ii soul, » Thirdly, that correspondences exist between 
the huaan soul and external nature in its original 
beauty, or even as modified by man working in the spirit 
of nature, correspondences by means of which may be en­
joyed a coma-union with the divinity existing in all things 
fair. 
The poet no longer merely believes in God$ he 
sees Him. For him the universe becomes, as it were, the 
transparent veil of divinity. The sound of the world is, 
in a manner. God's voice perceptible to the senses? 
I have seen 
A curious child, who dwelt upon a tract 
Of inland ground, applying to his ear 
The convolutions of a smooth"lipped she 115 
To which, in silence hushed, his very 
soul 
Listened intensely, and his countenance 
soon 
Brightened with joy; for from within \JQre 
heard 
I lurraurings, whereby the monitor escprcased 
Mysterious union with its native sea. 
Even such a shell the universe itself 
Is to the ear of Faith; and there are times, 
I doubt not, wherito you it doth impart 
Authentic tidings or invisible things; 
Of ebb and flow, and ever-durlng power; 
And central peace, subsisting at the 
heart 
Of endless agitation. Here you stand, 
Adore and worship, when you know it not; 
Pious beyond the intention of your thought; 
Devout above the meaning of your will. 
_!es, you have felt, and may not cease to 
feel, 
£he estate of man would be indeed forlorn 
If false conclusions of the reasoning 
power 
ilaue the eye blind, and closed the passages 
Through which the ear converses with the ̂ 
heart,49 
Wordsworth's "Ladamlt" was cjuite distinct from 
anything he had previously composed. It was composed in 
49"The Excursion," Bk. IV. 11. 1132-1155 
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1314, and was his first poena founded solely on classic 
£ayths and elaborated strictly in the classic manner.50 
He was at this time preparing his eldest son for colleges 
and renewing* in tliat way* his own acquaintance with Vir­
gil and Ovid. Hif attention was caught by a passage from 
Pliny's "Natural History/' perhaps in some commentary on 
the sixth book of the "Aeneid/' in which it is narrated 
that the trees which grew above the tomb of Protestlaus 
shot upward till they saw Ilium on the opposite shore of 
the Hellespont* whereupon they withered and began once 
more their everlasting growth. Choosing a stately 
measures, he recast the story of the Greek hero who came 
from the underworld by permission of the gods to speak 
eternal truths to his dear wife* Laod&mia. The English 
poet not only gave to same of Virgil's greatest lines a 
memorable form in our own language* but enriched the world 
with serious and beautiful thought in immortally fresh 
expm ssion|51 as when* speaking of the eternal world* 
50 Harper* op. cit.s p. 209. 
51,,Laodamia,K 11. 72-73. 
S3 
Frotesilaus says: 
Calm pleasures there abide-—majestic 
pains|52 
and again: 
The Gods approve 
The depth* arid not the tmult * of the 
soul* 53 
The full import of the old myth is nobly expressed in 
the following stansaj in. which the hero rebukes Laodamia* 
pitfully human desire for earthly love: 
Learn, by a mortal yearning, to ascend— 
Seeking a higher object* Love was given, 
encouraged* sanctioned, chiefly for that 
end |
For this the passion to excess was driven 
That self might be annulled: her bondage 
prove 
The fetters of a dream, opposed to love *54 
"The White Doe of Rhylstone," was begun in 1807, 
and completed and published in 1815* Based upon an 
ancient ballad in Percy's collection, "The Rising of the 
52uLaodaraia," 1* 72* 
74-75* 
54JM£«* ii* 145-150* 
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Uorths" which commemorates the Catholic insurrection in 
the twelfth year of Elisabeth*s reigns the periods the 
characters , and the setting are all of a kind which ap­
pealed to the romantic spirit* Feudal pi-ide and valour» 
the pathos of monastic ruins, a subtle suggestion of the 
preternatural, and an atmosphere of moonlight—ail these 
elements of Romanticism are present in this poem* 
"The White Doe of Ilhylstone" is essentially one 
more great autobiographical poem.55 Though ostensibly 
objective and historical* it is the final message of 
Wordsworth* s personal and original religion, the parting 
utterance of his poetic youth. The master of Rhylstone 
Hall, with eight of his sons, joins the great Catholic 
earls, Percy and Neville* Francis Ida/ton, his other 
son, endeavors in vain to dissuade than from talcing up 
arras. The young man resolves not to fight on either side, 
but to follow the Northern levies, alone -end weaponless, 
in order to be of service to his kindred in the hour of 
disaster. To his sister Emily, a Protestant like himself, 
5*5 
Rarper...William Wordsworth, p. 154. 
35 
he prophesies the coming desolation, but enjoins upon 
her a life of strict quietude at home. She is not to 
take side,, even in thoughts 
Farewell all wishes, all debate, 
All prayers for this cause, or for that I 
Weep, if that aid thee; but depend 
Upon no help of outward friend; 
-spouse they doom at once, and cleave 
To fortitude without reprieve.56 
The father and eight warrior sons are taken and 
* • 
slain. Francis, after comforting them in prison and 
trying to save their banner, which hi® sister's fingers 
had wrought, is likewise slain. The maid is left with 
nothing, seemingly, to live for—an exile, a wanderer. 
~et strength remained in her loneliness, a cold, high 
self possessions 
Her soul doth in itself stand fast 
Sustained by memory'of the past 
And strength of Reason? held above 
The infirmities of mortal love; 
ûo&unted, lofty, call, and stable, 
And awfully impenetrable.57 
56"The White Doe," 2nd Canto, 11. 204-209. 
, 7th Canto, 11. 73-78. 
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Returning to her father5 s ruined domain* she was 
surprised one day by a visit from a White doe* which had 
•# . 
once been her playmate* and henceforth, from the companion* 
ship and love of this faithful creature, she drew, even on 
that "trouble-haunted grounds" comfort and peace: 
With her Companion, in such frame 
Of mind, to Ry Is tone back she camê  
And ranging through the wasted groves* 
Received the memory of old loves, 
Undisturbed and undistrest, 
Into a soul which now was blest 
With a soft spring-day of holy* 
Hi Id, and grateful melancholy: 
Not unless gloom or unenlightened,. 0 
But by tender fancies brightened*J>u 
This is the song of one who had hoped for the 
success of a lost cause, and had been heartbroken over 
the event—of one, however* who had found balm in the 
quiet exercise of reason and the visiting® of imagination* 
Perhaps it Is even possible that in the character of Fran­
cis, who abstains from violence for conscience sake, 
Wordsworth paid tribute to the pacific principles of his 
» Canto 7, 11* 201-210* 
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own early manhood, whereas we have seen, the wicke Iness 
of war was an Oft-recurring theme in his Writings. There 
is more than this, a sense of the futility and tranai-
toriness of action* A note of almost oriental renimeia™ 
trxon runs through the poera, Human endeavour, the whole 
rabric or human deeds s are destined to pass away and 
leave no trace* Only Mature and Mind and the Peace of 
God endure. Salvation is found not through acting, but 
through suffering* The utmost that can be expected is 
consolation fox* hopes deceived, and this consolation 
cones unbidden, with gentle soft approach, from inward 
springe. Thus comforted, but with its active instincts 
rebuked, the soul begirt 
Its reasceut in sanctity, 
From fair to fairer 5 day by day 
A more divine and loftier way. ̂  
Aisi^lusions he seems to tell us, lurks at the 
end of all effort* But when the ruin is most complete, 
Imagination, the power by which the raind admits to itself 
* --OR.- —•• - -HHIM- WIIII 1 .< |T•, M--| „ F | M - , M ,W-LL|LL| Y 3M#. ^ 
59$M£* * 11. 211-13. 
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the healing touch of nature, can half regain what was 
lost# 
The conclusion may be drawn that Wordsworth 
felt that poetry is the product of motion recollected 
in tranquillity# Further definition is found in his 
statement that it Is "the spontaneous overflow of power­
ful foiilitigt #rj£,Q This, in itself, serves to mark the 
revolutionary nature of his work# Wordsworth was much 
concerned with his souls he was not ashamed to speak of 
it, and he valued nature and trie deeds of men chiefly 
for the effects they produced on his inner life. More­
over, Wordsworth found in simple and concrete words the 
truest poetic value* For the fine phrases of the August-
ans he had no use, nor for their conventionalized 
allusions to classical myths, and the epithets or adjec­
tives that accompanied each noun like the animals trotting 
60 
A# J, George, .I;>r dswor tli8 s Prefaces end Essays 
2E goetry, (BostonJ Hon l̂ oa-aifflia Publishing Company, 
1919), p. 25. 
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in pairs into the ark. Wordsworth believed that the 
language of p€w&:-.atit3s in its eimplicity# coneratesiesea 
and sra&ek of the soils ms redolent of poetry. He 
leapt his eye on the object; he did not try to disguise 
the object in such a way m to Suggest a guessing oon-
test. 
Finally, Werclsworth believed in the greatness 
or poetry as the highest of . 11 knowledge. "Poetry," 
he says, "is the first and last of all knowledge*"*!!: is as 
.amoral no the heart; of man." Therefore,, the subjects of 
poetry are not asciunfi myths, deeds of heroes, pretty 
descriptions of life and nsaaaers, but all intellectual 
and csaotional xxpc aces. 
CHAPTER V 
SUflARY AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study has been to show the 
extent to which naturalism was revealed in selected works 
of Wordsworth* 
The study has attempted to prove that Wordsworth's 
concept of naturalism was similar to the continental con­
cept of naturalism! that Wordsworth was deeply affected 
by nature and nature's laws and that he reflected this 
feeling in this poetry and that biographical factors in­
fluenced the poet's works* 
Wordsworth has beyond doubt made invaluable contri­
butions to literature in poetry* In the sixteenth century, 
the so-called literary authorities ware nots themselves, 
outstanding men of letters* They often devoted very 
slight attention to critical analysis, therefore, they 
could deal only with the most superficial aspects of 
literature* In fact, it has been said that in that age 
criticism existed without a critic,- The seventeenth 
century saw sane improvement through the contributions 
of John Dry den 5 who distinguished himself in all areas 
of literary endeavor. His praise of Shakespeare and 
Hilton helped remove them from a state of neglect. 
The eighteenth centurys more than any other, 
began to approach the ideal that was realised in the 
nineteenth century. The foremost critics ware also 
distinguished literary figures. Pope, who dominated 
the field of poetry, achieved fame far beyond his own 
country. Previously the critic had been regarded more 
or less as a pedant. How, he assumed a place of 
importance. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
the critic's place was assured. The most outstanding 
literary authorities were also first class men of let­
ters. 
The romantic theorist of the nineteenth century 
broke with the established customs of the previous age, 
George Saintsbury, A History of Criticism and 
Literary Taste in Europe. (EdinburgS " William Black-
wood and Sons), MCI ill, p. 560. 
the customs of Pope and his "disciples" who ware not 
interested in a personal interpretation of literature£ 
but who followed in the footsteps of Boileau and the 
French classical school4 with its insistence upon 
rigid criteria* In his Art Poetiques Boileau enumerat­
ed what he considered the requisites of good poetrys 
the two most important being "good sense and reason" 
and careful imitation of "the ancients,"2 ĥe romantic 
had no such boundaries within which he must move. He 
did not follow a strict pattern, Iiis only obligation 
was to obey the dictates of his own mind and heart. 
This did not mean that he jumped to conclusions ac~ 
cording to his whims and fancies s without a valid basis 
for his opinions. To the contrary6 he had a very 
realistic guide. His measuring stick was life—not cold 
and impersonal* but warn and vital as seen through the 
eyes of man himself. 
One of the most distinguishing marks of Words­
worth was his subjective approach to literature. He 
2Ibid,, pp, 230-239 
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arrived at his conclusions through personal analysis and 
interpretation. He did not draw up objective standards 
as did hie neo-classical predecessors. He did not regard 
poetry as a means of social entertainment. To him, it 
was & moving force for the betterment of mankind. He 
removed the shackles of previous generations and came 
forth with a powerful and free expression. Through his 
study of man—his emotions» desiret. needs—and his 
relationship to the universe, he built up a storehouse 
of knowledge upon which to base his opinions. He believed 
intensely that poetry, especially, should be a reflection 
of life—not an objective picture but a personal one, capable 
of penetrating to the core•of humanity# 
<• 
Wordsworth did not restrict poetry to any one forn; 
neither did Li© advocate the following of strict metrical 
patterns. This does not mean that meter was to be avoided, 
only that it should not dominate poetic composition. The 
poet should feel free to express himself in the way most 
natural to him. 
Wordsworth might be considered a pioneer of free 
expression, free because he was not bound by inhibitions 
of custom. Poets of the preceding age ware slaves to a 
stilted diction arid a vechaaic&l style. The romantics 
insisted upon natural and unrestricted manifestations 
of language, thought, and feeling, which sprang from a 
sympathetic understanding of mm end nature. They con-
dermod the use of artificial devices, which they con­
sidered a means to attract attention arid produce false 
sensation. Wordsworth called it the practice of in­
dulging "in arbitrary and capricious habits of express­
ion, in order to furnish food for fickle tastes, and 
fickle appetites.He felt that the poet should con­
centrate on the transmission of hie inmost thoughts and 
feelings. If he does this successfully, he will without 
doubt have far-reaching effects. 
Wordsworth is particularly remembered as the 
first to glorify nature and the common man* In previous 
generations, nan in lowly walks of life was considered 
3Preface to Lyrical Ballads, The Poetical Works 
of Wordsworth, ed* Thomas Hutchinson. (London: A. M. 
faic, 1850)V p* 735* 
only as part of the masses* Wordsworth made him aa 
ia<.k. vidua! and bestowed upon him dignity* Wordsworth* 
awareness of the world about him extended to the whole 
universe* Ho aspect of nature was too small to merit 
his attentions and to each creation* ho attached a 
spiritual significance* He truly earned his right to 
be called the "nature poet*" 
Through the vision of Wordsworth,, the scope of 
poetry has become infinites 
Their facility of imagination tons the power 
which represented the world of nature and 
material things 8 read and transfigured by the 
spirit* Theirs was a vision whose authenticity 
was attested by inner conviction* by the ecstasy 
or illumination which was the mark of genius and 
the guarantee of truth*4 
Ae Scott s The Makix 
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